In the last decades, many studies on diagrams have endeavored to show how that kind of sign influences and is part of reasoning -not only mathematical and scientific reasoning but artistic reasoning as well. Gilles Deleuze (1925Deleuze ( -1995, for instance, depicts the role of the diagrams in the art of Francis Bacon. The American philosopher C.S. Peirce (1839Peirce ( -1914, on the other hand, develops such concept mainly in the context of scientific reasoning. Bearing that in mind, we will argue that in both cases, the philosophers did not present a thorough analysis of how the diagrams are or might be part of the artistic creation. In that sense, we intend to show how relevant their philosophies and more specifically their thoughts on diagrams can be to the understanding of arts and creativity.
definitions. The role of the diagram in different activities is also the aim of a great number of theories. Nevertheless, it is still possible to find some general features that divide most of the diagram concepts in two types. As shown in Susanne Leeb (2011; 2012) , diagrams are usually understood or presented either as a way of systematizing, of putting together relations, as in a schema, or as a vector of creation, like in a map that unfolds relations and points towards the unknown. But far from referring to two completely different objects, Leeb (2011, p.31 ) reminds us that "[i]t is not a question, however, of two fundamentally different types of diagram; rather, this oscillation between systematising (sic) and openness is inherent in the diagram." Examples of such "oscillation" might be found in several texts and books on the subject: Pombo and Gerner (2010) ; Gansterer (2011); Leeb (2012) ; Wentz (2013) ; and many others. As for our article, we shall argue that even though Peirce and Deleuze did not develop a thorough analysis on the relation between diagrams and art, they both provide a rich background, especially regarding the concept of diagram, to the understanding of artistic creation.
Charles Sanders Peirce made the concept of diagram central in his philosophy.
And as everything else that can be apprehended by a mind according to Peirce's philosophy, a diagram is but a sign. Going in that direction, Peirce investigates the features of that sign: in what way does it relate to its object?; What are its influences on minds?; When and why do we use diagrams?; and so on. Following his steps, other philosophers have tried to come up with answers to those and other questions raised by Peirce. Pietarinen (2009 , 2014 , for example, investigated the possibility of a diagrammatic logic that is non-visual and a more rigorous diagram concept based on Peirce. Stjernfelt (2000 , 2007 , 2011 ) also kept the subject alive not only by explaining that concept but also by showing how it is useful to the understanding of a wide range of reasoning processes, from mathematics to literature and arts.
Deleuze approached the concept of diagram in a quite different way, even though he acknowledged the influence of both Peirce and Foucault on his theory. From Foucault, Deleuze kept the idea of the diagram as an abstract machine (cf. DELEUZE, 2005; NABAIS, 2009) . Whilst reading Peirce's semiotics, the French philosopher endorsed the important role played by the diagrams (and the icons in general) in (FOUCAULT, 1993) . Deleuze borrows the concept of diagram developed by Foucault and by Peirce as well (cf. DELEUZE, 2003 , 2005 ).
Peirce's philosophical system, for they provide a way of explaining thought without putting the symbols in the foreground (cf. DELEUZE, 2003) . However, Deleuze thought that the Peircean concept was too narrow, for "he reduces the diagram to a similitude of relations", while a better way of grasping the function of the diagram is to relate it to the concept of modulation (DELEUZE, 2003, p.117) . In the next sections, we will present with more details both concepts of diagram and explain in which sense they can be related to the artistic creation.
II. Artists think through diagrams -a Peircean perspective
But still all influences were pressing the reasoner to make use of a diagram, and as soon as he did that he was pursuing the correct method (PEIRCE, CP.1.54, 1896) In spite of Charles Sanders Peirce's fame for having developed a detailed semiotic theory, his work is enormous and there are very few philosophical questions that he did not investigate. However, we would just like to remember the reader of some main features of his system that influenced directly the way he conceived the diagrams and that will allow us to go from sciences to art.
Before Peirce actually developed any philosophical theories, he worked as a chemist. His knowledge of chemistry, mathematics and natural sciences influenced his philosophical journey profoundly. Silveira (2014, p.105) reminds us that in the beginning of Principles of Philosophy, Peirce (CP. 1.7, 1897) writes that Thus, in brief, my philosophy may be described as the attempt of a physicist to make such conjecture as to the constitution of the universe as the methods of science may permit, with the aid of all that has been done by previous philosophers. I shall support my propositions by such arguments as I can. Demonstrative proof is not to be thought of. The demonstrations of the metaphysicians are all moonshine. The best that can be done is to supply a hypothesis, not devoid of all likelihood, in the general line of growth of scientific ideas, and capable of being verified or refuted by future observers.
Morris Cohen, in the introduction of Chance, Love, and Logic (PEIRCE, 1923) mentions, for instance, that Peirce's concepts of chance and law were completely related to his life in the laboratories. In his article Some Consequences of Four Incapacities, Peirce (CP. 5.265, 1868) (CP 2.227, 1903) . Here, the diagrams are put between images, that connect to the object through simple qualities, and the metaphors, that represent the object through different kinds of parallelisms. By definition, the diagram resembles its object by means of analogous parts and structures (CP. 2.282, 1903) .
If one considers, as does Peirce, that enquiries, in general, cannot rely solely on the repetition of laws and instructions (thirdness), nor only on the direct contact with the object (secondness), one should then pay attention to the role played by the experimentation, rearrangements, manipulation of the sign in the process of discovery or invention. And since it is in the icons, and more specifically in the subcategory of diagrams that one can find the most malleable signs for such activities, Peirce claims that "[a]ll necessary reasoning without exception is diagrammatic" (CP 5.162, 1903) .
While reasoning about an object, the mind uses this kind of sign, the sign that is some sort of sketch of the object in question. When an object presents itself to a mind, there are many signs that could be created in that mind -in other words, a sign representing an object should be able to originate different kinds of impressions, feelings, and so forth, in a mind. And these effects created in a mind after grasping the sign are what Peirce named interpretant, which is also a kind of sign. 4 If we take into account the fact that the features of an interpretant sign are determined by the sign that first originated it, that is, the sign that was representing the object, then we are able to better appreciate the relevance of the diagram for discoveries, inventions, systematizations, reasoning, etc., for it requires such kind of sign to create the adequate mental/semiotic space, so to speak, in which a mind will be able to sketch explanations, solutions, routes, alternatives, maps, and so on. Following that line of thought and assuming that artistic creation also employs kinds of reasoning, we argue that it should be possible to investigate the nature of artistic diagrams and the role they play in such creative processes -something that Peirce himself already implied (CP 2.281, 1903) .
Being a specific kind of icon, a diagram resembles its object in a skeleton-like manner, capturing the proportions, the relations that exist in the object and presenting them to a mind (PEIRCE, CP 3.362, 1880). Then, it is possible to perform various experiments 5 in order to make the sign reveal hidden features of the object, its habits, necessary truths, or the possibilities of being of that object. As Peirce (CP 1.383, 1888) states it,
The geometer draws a diagram, which if not exactly a fiction, is at least a creation, and by means of observation of that diagram he is able to synthesize and show relations between elements which before seemed to have no necessary connection.
According to Stjernfelt (2011) , while seeking a proof, the mathematician will perform the necessary experiments in the diagram, sometimes adding new elements, lines, and points, until its necessary truths become evident.
In the realm of the sciences, Hoffmann (2007) explains why the concept of diagrammatic reasoning, among other Peircean ideas, is important to the understanding of the unfolding of scientific practices. According to Hoffmann (2007, p.216) , diagrammatic reasoning consists in constructing the diagram itself, performing the experiments, and finally observing the results. Besides that, Hoffmann (2007, p.222) emphasizes the role of the representational system within which the diagram will be constructed, for it can either make it easier to carry out the experiments that will solve the problem or make it impossible to do so -as Hoffmann shows using an example about a chemistry problem 6 .
However important the diagrams and the diagrammatic reasoning may be to the scientific activities, and regardless the fact that Peirce does not openly state how or if that reasoning is also the case in respect of writing a novel, or acting, or composing a choreography, we shall explain in what sense it is plausible to say that the diagrammatic reasoning is also part of the artistic practices.
The first thing we must bear in mind in order to understand how wide Peirce's ideas of reasoning and diagram are, is that icons are not the only kind of sign employed in the diagrammatic reasoning (cf. SILVEIRA, 2014, p.137), and that not only deductive reasoning, but also inductive and abductive reasoning are diagrammatic, or at least they are up to a certain point 7 . That means that Peirce did not exclude from reasoning the symbols and the indexes as the other categories of signs that mediate the contact between the mind and the object. As notices Silveira (2014, p.137, our translation) [f]rom the observation of a diagram, as was stated before, it will emerge a general habit and, therefore, the diagram will acquire a 6 Hoffmann writes about a hypothesis formulated by Ida Noddack in 1934 to a chemistry problem. At first, the scientific community ignored the explanation presented by Noddack. It was only four years later, when another group of scientists formulated the very same hypothesis, that the scientific community approved it. Hoffman then argues that in the core of that shift was the different diagrams employed to represent the problem and the hypothesis. It is also worth stressing that in this specific case Noddack's hypothesis might have been ignored due to sexists reasons as well. symbolic function. Whilst referring to the experience, and accordingly, to the object of that same experience, the diagram will only be complete if it also carries indexes that will assign the relation observed in the diagram to the object of the experience.
Going through Peirce's writings, one can find very few moments in which he dropped a clue on the relation between art and reasoning. In most of those moments, the philosopher explains the diagrammatic reasoning in such a broad way that several activities could fit in it. For instance:
As to that process of abstraction, it is itself a sort of observation. The faculty which I call abstractive observation is one which ordinary people perfectly recognize, but for which the theories of philosophers sometimes hardly leave room. It is a familiar experience to every human being to wish for something quite beyond his present means, and to follow that wish by the question, "Should I wish for that thing just the same, if I had ample means to gratify it?" To answer that question, he searches his heart, and in We would like to call the reader's attention to the following sentence: "[b]y such a process, which is at the bottom very much like mathematical reasoning (…)". As Stjernfelt (2011) notices, even though Peirce usually takes examples from mathematics or geometry, his idea is much wider than that, in the sense that he is not only trying to explain how the mind reasons in the mathematical domain, but how the mind reasons in general.
This argument pertains to a pure, mathematical diagram reasoning; now what about the vast amount of applied diagrams representing empirical state-of-affairs? Peirce's system of the sciences offers an explanation of the efficacy of such diagrams -namely that they inherit, explicitly or implicitly, the mathematical structure of pure diagrams and add further constraints to those diagrams stemming from the special science of the domain to which they pertain. Thus, all deductive reasoning, everyday or scientific, is taken to involve a mathematical-diagrammatical scaffolding, and necessary inferences in all sciences as well as in everyday reasoning employ mathematics, implicitly or explicitly. (STJERNFELT, 2011, p.307) It was Stjernfelt (2007) 
III. The diagram as an abstract machine in the artistic creation -Deleuze's thesis
In a way, music begins where painting ends (DELEUZE, 2003, p.54) While Peirce built a more scientific oriented philosophy 9 , Deleuze's philosophy is intersected by art in several moments 10 . His thought on art is better expressed by him and Guattari quoting the writer James Lawrence (cf. DELEUZE, GUATTARI, 1994, p.203-4) saying that artists "make a slit in the umbrella" that protects people from the "free and windy chaos". Nabais (2010, p.170) describes Deleuze's conception of art with the following words:
Art is capitation of the insensitive forces of the cosmos, of the vibrations, of the living lines. Art is the expression of a non-organic life which exists and which vibrates in the universe. There is a force of life, a force of time that only art manages to capture.
Continuing with Nabais, it is said that "[t]o succeed in this process [of creating
art], each creator uses specific procedures. But they all concentrate themselves on the same point: the becoming-inhuman, the becoming-color, the becoming-cry, or pure sound of a man" 11 (NABAIS, 2010, p.168) . At this point, we go further and propose that not only the goal of the artists is the same, that is, "becoming-something", but also the specific procedures to create art preserve at least one main element: the diagram. It is the diagram that makes it possible for the artist to go through chaos and finally capture the "insensitive forces of the cosmos". Let us start with Deleuze's notes on the work of Francis Bacon and then we shall explain in which sense the diagram is also present in many art practices.
Deleuze (2003) context and accordingly might also be employed in the understanding of many art practices.
As shown in Knoespel (2001) , the concept of diagram is used by Deleuze in different texts referring to slightly different phenomena, even though they all keep some important fundaments such as the idea of the diagram as a vector more than a systematizing structure. According to that author's reading of A Thousand Plateaus, diagrams are the means through which we think, for it "provides order and stability (…)
[and also] it is a vehicle for destabilization and discovery" (KNEOSPEL, 2001, p.146) .
Therefore, in the context of science and cognition, the diagram would be responsible for generating a "cognitive sweep that extend (sic) the possibilities of thought" (KNEOSPEL, 2001, p.148) . Then, in another book also written with Guattari, What is Philosophy? (DELEUZE, GUATTARI, 1994) To sum it up, Gerner (2011, emphasis in the original) presents an interesting perspective on the matter, arguing that the important features of the diagram go beyond its representational possibilities. According to him, diagrams might also be linked to creative thought in sciences and art as well:
Diagrammatic thinking is, however, not so much about the concrete shapes and forms of the geometrical configuration of knowledge represented as about the dynamic of how the structures of connectivity and separation-together with attentive abstractions and the relation of points of connectivity (territorialization) and disconnection (deterritorialization) and reconnection (reterritorialization)-are performed, evolve, and show forces of change.
IV. One or two comments on what has been presented
So far we have described the following scenario: on the one hand, Peirce Even though it by no means nullifies Deleuze's critique of the representative features of Peirce's diagram, it still provides a path for those interested in understanding how the artistic creation could fit in Peirce's philosophy. Since this is not the place to present a detailed exposition of the concept of abduction, it will suffice to describe it as the only kind of reasoning that makes it possible for something new to be inferred (CP 2.96-102, 1902; CP 5.189-191, 1903) . Whilst deduction and induction are limited to what is already on the premises, the abduction, says Peirce, will introduce a new element, and by doing so, it should expand the set of habits of a certain mind 12 .
12 For a more detailed analysis on the relation between creativity, abduction and habits, see GONZALES, M.E.Q, HASELAGER, W.F.G, Raciocínio Abdutivo, Criatividade e Auto-Organização. In: Cognitio, n. 3, pp.22-31, 2002. The authors that have tried to connect those two concepts -diagrammatic reasoning and abduction -have not yet investigated the artistic creation processes.
However, as said right above, they might provide a path to follow. We would like to mention two relevant articles regarding that matter: seeing problems, seeing solutions:
abduction and diagrammatic reasoning in a theory of scientific discovery and diagrams as scaffolds for abductive insights, both written by the philosopher of science Michael Hoffmann (2007 Hoffmann ( , 2010 . In them, the author explores an important feature of the diagrams as understood by Peirce, and that has also been acknowledged by different authors, such as Stjernfelt 13 , that is, the possibility of making it visible some of the object's features that were not visible before. Or even better: the diagrams, as icons of relations, might reveal some of the object's habits, to use another Peircean concept. It is in this regard that Hoffmann connects the diagrammatic reasoning with the possibility of creating new ideas or having new insights.
In the case just described, the representative character of diagrams in Peirce is still present. However, it seems that when we take into account the relation between abduction and diagrams, the idea of using Peirce's concept to better understand the creative processes in arts becomes less implausible. In other words, the concept of abduction immerses the diagrammatic reasoning (easily seen as a science-oriented concept) in creativity, openness, and potentiality. As Silveira (1983, p.21, our translation) describes it
The practices recognized as artistic can only be so by developing the signs -not only linguistic signs -making it emerge from the codes that impose the sign's use new ways of presenting different features of the object represented. Whilst breaking through the imperative past, they even propose new objects and, accordingly, new signs. By doing so, such practices expand the universe of possible conducts, they create new objects adorable and admirable, and diversify the possibilities of interaction between the "scientific" intelligence with the world. They make it grow, in their own way, the very perfection of the universe.
However, it seems worth noticing that it does not require much effort to acknowledge that both philosophers work with a rather similar concept of diagram, even though at first glance they might seem more distant. It is true that when Deleuze investigates the diagrams in paintings the outcome is an enrichment of the concept. In such context, one of the points we wanted to emphasize is the possibility of finding diagrams in different works of art besides painting. Even though Deleuze focused on the works of Francis Bacon to think the role of the diagram in the domain of art, it seems plausible to assume that the diagram, as a sort of abstract machine, is also indispensable to many artistic creations. In this regard, we believe that it is also possible to find diagrams in works of literature, in music compositions, in sculptures, and so onnot necessarily as random traces and lines, but also as gestures, words, and, most importantly, as rhythms, that work as abstract machines to wash off the clichés, the figurative, the narrative, and to make the work of art "stand up on its own" (DELEUZE, GUATTARI, 1994, p.164 Considering what has been previously presented, we believe it is also safe to conclude that even though Deleuze's approach of the diagram is usually seen as more suitable for the understanding of works of art, the same concept as elaborated by Peirce might also be useful for that matter. With a philosophy considered more scientific oriented and with a concept of diagram usually associated with the ideas of "organization" and "systematization", Peirce does not eliminate the creative potentialities of the diagrammatic reasoning. Thus, both authors, and especially their 14 "The diagram, the agent of analogical language, does not act as a code, but as a modulator" (DELEUZE, 2003, p.120) .
thoughts on diagrams, are still rich sources of concepts that might help philosophers and artists to better understand what goes on behind the curtains in the moments of artistic creation.
